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»0 ¥ou~ S~..~e. - ....11 l)~ol'll ..e~.
By KUEI, XO. 32°,

ND in every 'luork that he began i,~ the -ser-"ice of the
House of God, and in the law, and in the commalld
mellts. Ito seek his God, he did it with ailltis IIeart
AND PROSPERED, 2 Clzroll, xxxi. 21.

Nominally this passage from the Old Law
refers to Hezckiah and extols his sincerity in his
work for Judah,

E9Oterically, it is almost cosmic in its scope, for it refers to ALL
Humanity.

"He" means ever)' human being.
'The "House of God" means the world of Humanity which is God

thinlcing Himself into manifestation.
"The law" is the constructive code fonnulated for the protection,

advancement and improvement of Humarvity, everywhere.
"The commandments" are the moral and ethical fundamentals upon

which the superstructure of all civilization is necessarily buih.
"God.... in the sense of our teXlt, is the Over-Soul, expressing in

dividually as the "Inner Self," the "God Within."
Paraphrased. the passage will read-"And in every work that Man

begins in the service of Burnani'ty, in the upholding of constnrctive and
progressive acts and concepts, obedient to the fundamental principles of
natural morality, seeking thru his own Higher Self the Over-Saul-if he
does that work WITH ALL HIS HEART. He WILL PROSPER.
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It doesn't matter 50 much what ki1ld of work we do, if it be a good
wo.rk, a right work and in accordance wi~h the essential conditions of
our paraphrase.

John Ruskin and Elbert Hubbard both agreed on one notable
beatitude:

"BLESSED IS THE MAN WHO HAS FOUND HIS WORK."
. Many people today arc not accomplishing very much simply because

as they variously express it-they llhave not found their \vork," "have
not found themselves," or ,they "have not found their proper niche."

The man who finds his work. will also find himself: The man who
finds himself will also have found his work.

The principal thing is to be ACTIVE. TiJ", you will find your
work.

Work.is simply activity. Good work is simply constructive activity.

No man ever died. from hard work. Thousands of men have died
from worry and the immediate consequences of moral1axity and destruc
tive activity.

Nature works and works hard. Man is not entitled. to be an
exception.

Go into the forest or field; note how from one tiny seed a root has
forced its way upward to the light and so all intent has it been in its
work that instead of taking the "easiest way" around it has often bored
its way up right thm the largest boulder, rending -the solid rock in its
passage.

Note also how the tender, clinging vine has wOWld itself around the
nearest tree support until it has actually strangled even a forest monard1:
In both illustrations the life principle is intent upon one thing only and
IS DOING IT WITH ALL ITS HEART AND PROSPERING
ACCORDINGLY..

Man does not need to prosper to the destruction or detriment of that
which furnishes him his living or support but he does need to profit by
the examples of tenacity, integrity and singleness of purpose afforded
him by tthe lower Kingdo~.

Broadly speaking, the work we do cheerfully is construotive; the
work we do under compulsion is destructive. But we MUST ALL work.
That is the law, which also decrees that whoso will not work, neither
shall he eat. The latter part does not always seem to be borne out by
obvious fad, but that ~s because we are judging only by externals. The
eating referred to here, means panaking of the mental and spiritual
nourishment that comes from increasing intellectual expansion and this
is gained only by actual, personal, individual work and experience.

Every man and woman in this world is NEEDED.

The e.xistent population of our planet is made up at all times of the
same classes in Life's School and all members are interdependent upon

I
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each other altho they ma)' not: know it and furthcnoorc may individually
have only a very limited personal acquaintance.

YOU e.xist a'S the result of the work of many others.
Hundreds of others whom you do not know, are dependent upon

YOU for their mental, 5piTitual, physical or intellectual progress, accord 4

ing to whatever way YOUR particular talents may best express them
selves.

Do YOU dare to rAIL in your responsibility to them?
'fhe BIG lesson, is, that whatsoever we do should be done \¥ITH

ALL OUR I-IEARTS. It is only in this way that OUf work-and OUT

selves WILL PROSPER.
I ( you are a member of a business house, church, or fraternity,

work POR it, not against it, nor for merely what can be gotten FROM
it. BOOST, don't knock. Knocks will hurt only thc knocker, never thc
l-:nockce and the knod."Cr lays his good judgment open to serious criticism
when he fails to boost that wil'h which he is associated.

~ome people knock their business, their wages, the methods of
employers, the policy of their House, their cmployecs, friends and almost
.:verything with which they are personally dissatisfied. That is the
destructive way.

re you have a bctter plan, a bettcr way or a more constructive
method of doing things \VOl{K HARD and OPENLY for the improve
mcnt. The world needs every ~dditional bit of constructive effort.

At the present time the world is pestered with all sorts of uplift and
pulldown organizations whose name is legion and there is another class
of misguided folk who are so intent upon purifying ot'her peoples morals
that they would even. tie a tin can to Michael Angelo for his alleged in
delicate masterpieces if they could.

Out ~'LichacJ's name is fixt in history and will remain imperishably,
while the names of his captious critics will be forgotten even before their
present life e.xpression tenninates. So it is with all such. \Vork and
work hard and be ACTIVE WHOLEHEARTEDLY in whatever you
find to do. In being active you will be drawn by the law of Attraction
to the work Nature and Destiny intend you to perform and accomplish,
and therein you will find yourself and'-youi God.

IT IS ONLY WHEN YOU ACTUALLY FIND YOUR GOD,
THAT YOU WILL PROSPER.

:0'0" a- e'l.l"f~ima-~ ~'''t~ttfi •
give a year's subscription to MERCU]{Y or a CO!,y of ROSICRUCIAN
FUNDAMENTALS. Better still, give nOTH to a serious minded
friend. It will help to spread the wonderful philosophy of the Rosicru
cian Fratemity and a-ssist you materially in building up the credit side
of your Kannic accounts. They are gifts that wil1·be appreciated and
reflect credit upon the discrimination of the giver.
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~~C! ZO.fin~' e~C!.C! of Iln~~ll~tfolf.
By ARTHUR GORDON EAMES, (C. of the O. London.)

NOTE: Childbirth was never intended by nature to be a painful process.
If. Humanity synchronized its powers of fecundation and propagation
WIth the Nature forces as outlined in the following aMide, it would soon
return to its original standard of vigor and equilibration of the Fisical
and Spiritual potentialities.

The Sun is to us a symbol of the Spirit, and its annual journe,
round the Heavens symbolizes the pilgrimage of the Virgin Spirit thru
involution and evolution, the various stages of which are denoted by the
Zodiacal Signs.

On or about the 21st of each month the Sun enters a new Zodiacal
Sign and, it is at the Vernal Equinox (about the 21st of March) that
the Sun enters the first degree of the first sign Aries.

In this sign the Virgin Spirit feels within itself the first impulse to
ward activity, the beginning of desire for expression. The entry into the
second sign, Taurus, denotes that this desire for expression or activity
has become formulated into an objective and separative (i. e. earthy)
idea. Both these signs denote purely spiritual conditions before the
crystallisation process has begun.

The third sign Gemini (the twins) is a dual sign, for here the first
two signs unite and the Principle of Polarity first becomes apparent.
This is the sign when activity begins, for the Cosmic Intelligence here
plans the details of the future system. It therefore denotes intelligence
and may perhaps be better that of as the principle of mind, the base of

. all that is to be carried out in the following signs. Aries symbolizes
Will. Taurus symbolizes Wisdom, and Gemini symbolizes Activity.

On or about June 21st the Sun begins its entry into Cancer and
involution properly speaking begins. The Virgin Spirit here has im
planted into it the spiritual consciousness of its future objective life
which in Leo becomes sensational, that is to say, the Spirit feels within
itself -its ability for future self expression.

In Virgo the consciousness and feeling of the fonn of life that
is to be, has become involved into the Realm of Thot which in Libra
is crystallized and projected as an objective creation. The Sun enters
this sign on or about September 21st; when it recrosses the celestial
equator beginning its descent into darkness and winter. symbolising the
descent into Matter. At this sbg,e Man receives the rudimentary dense
body.

The separate forms acting and re-acting one upon the other produce
the beginning of feeling and sensation denoted in Scorpio.

Feeling and sensation eventually lead to reflection upon the different
sensations produced by varying occurences and objects leading to Thot,
shown by the sign Sagittarius.
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Now as the human ability to think becomes more perfected in the
-course of millibns of years and Man is less subje<:t"to his personal sen-
-sations and emotions in his reflective powers. reason tells him that there
must be an object in his existence, and if an object in his then there
must be"one in.that of all other creatures and things. That will give him
a consideration for- and better feelings toward other beings, the necessity
and reason for which he had not previously recognized or e~en suspected.

This brings u~ down to Deoember 24th, ushering in the day on
which. Quist was born .into the world, meaning in tlus case that the
bctt~r nature of man or the Christ Spirit has been born in the individual
by reason of his recognit.ion of his responsibilities to others.

This date synchronises with the entry of the Sun into the sign
Capricorn, the great virtue of which is Service. It is midwinter and the
point of greatest density for as soon as the Christ Spirit is born" in
Man he begins on his upward path towards light and the summer which
is to come.

The sign following Capricorn is Aquarius, which is the perfected
man, and P.isces, the last sign is that of devotion and self sacrifice. The
Sun passes out of this sign about March 21st soon after which comes
Easter. At this time the regenerated Spi'rit having completed the whole
process of involution and evolution dies the death of and on the Cross
of Matter, to be born again into a greater and wider form of existence
symbolised by the beginning of a new Solar Year.

By correspondence this annual solar journey is also the story of one
incarnation of one human Ego.

~ries is the stage in which the lessons of the previous incarnation
have been absorbed and the time approaching for a new one.

In Gemini this has been mentally recognised and the Ego descends
through the Worlds of That, Cancer, the Astral world. Leo, and the
Etheric world regions Virgo, to be born again into this world denoted by
Llbra. Then to evolve his abilities. First comes his consciousness of
self or personality, Scorpio; secondly, intellect, Sagittarius. So far
as the last three Zodiacal signs are concerned he will reflect just as much
of their nature as he has evolved out of himself. Consequently he may
not be able to grow into that condition denoted by Capricorn. where he
will recognise the virtue of Service, if his evolutionary status is not
sufficiently advanst, but will return again to continue his evolution.

1ilabe ¥ou.. lS::U :fRntu..le. :uou"~.

This pr.esent nwnber with the Index completes Volume 6. Last year
we were delayed by the preparation of a five year Index. This year we
are ready to receive orders for binding immediately. To avoid confusion.
send in your orders at once; it is the best way to preserve these valuable
issues. Price wiII depend upon the number of bindings ordered, but will
be very re"""ll'able. Send direct to P.O. Box 420, City Hall Station,
New York City.
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4!!:!JC Sto~!! of t)~hJCI! «..ffl.
Second Kalendar's Tale, "Arabian Nights."

By MATTHEWS DAWSON VIIIo (Washington College).

GIB, like Sinbad the Sailor starts on a voyage of
discovery, but driven by contrary winds our hero's
ship is drawn to the Loadstone Mountain, of w"hich
it is said HOn that mountain is 'SUdl a quantity of

. iron as no one knoweth but God, whose name be
e.-xalted." Upon approaching this, evcl}' nail and
piece of iron on board is drawn irresistibly to it,

the ship falls asunder and all its crew and passengers are drowned save
Agib. The Prince grasps aplank; is saved, but is thrown by wind and
\\'lave upon the base of the mountain. He finds steps cut in the_rock,
which lead to the summit, and climbing, all the while cr"cpeating "in the
name of God" he reaches the top. upon which stands a cupola of brass,
supported by ten columns, and sumlOunted by a horse and-horseman of
brass, bearing a brazen spear. Upon its breast is a tablet of ~eadl en
graved with mysterious names and talismans. After offering up grate
ful JPrayers to God, he falls asleep, and sleeping hears a voice saying:
"0 Son of Khasib, when thou awakest, dig beneath thy feet and thou
wilt find a bow of brass and three arrows of lead whereon arc engraved
talismans; take the bow of brass and the arrows, shoot at the horseman,
and relieve mankind of this great affiiction. When tJl0U hast shot at the
horseman it will fall into the sea, the bow will also fall, and do thou
bu.ry it in its place." He is also told that the sea will then rise to the
top of the mountain after which a man of brass w~th breastplate of lead
will appear, paddling a boat, who is convey Agib back to his own domin
ions. All this will come safely to pass if he does not utter the name
of God while in the hoat. He obeys the voice, down falls the horseman,
the sea rises, the boat appears and he comes near his kingdom, but
grattitude to God is welling up in his heart, he pra-ises God, upon which
the boat overturns and he 1S left struggling in the water, but finally
manages to reach a small island.

This is indeed a mystifying aHegory, but some things about it stand
out. The Loadstone Mountain is said to contain eoonnous quantities
of iron. It is in the Se.1. Evidently it refers to Mars and to Scorpio,
night home of Mars, for .the mountain is black. Agib is launchcd 011

a voyage of (self) discovcT)', of life-as we aU are. Every desire,
element or "nail" in his ship or body .is attracted to sensc-desirc or the
Loadstone of Matcria'lit"y. All but the Ego or I AM are lost, but it
survives, .and overcomes (rises above the lower self) by taking the
"practicable steps to the summit" where his Inner Self tells him in
his sleep just what to do. Digging beneath his feet Ite finds the bow

...and leaden arrows, and shoots then at the brazen horseman, the symbol

\

•
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6£ worldly pride, riches, elevation and fame. It is not of gold, but of
tit-ass. composed of tin, Jupiter, or worldly pride and ambition and
iqpper Venus, or love of pleasure, but nevertheless ~s subject to the
Lw of Karma as typified by the leaden (Satumian) plate on its breast,
engraved with names and talismans (the names and seals of Saturn and
(.f his ruling' archangels and angels). Coul;ulIcd i,z January.

Stu11ft,. hf llpnmetft 1fnO,.Ofy
g)'uafot' Ca"<¥t1e 'lfo. a

By KHEI. X·, 32".

" S03"tflfic;(flo"
ANCTfFICATIO or Sancti.fication as it is known in

orthodox verbiage. is the third in our series of doc
trinal exegeses by lhe light of Hennetic Truth and
Wisdom.

1'he academic definition and description of this
important fundamental, which occupies a prominent
position in all essentially Christian and, in fact. all

world religions even tho nOl specifically indicated a'S such, nlaY be briefly
gIven:

SANCTIFICATION is the act 01- process of sanclifying, or the
~ate of being sanctified. Theologically. it is said to be the gracious work
of lhe Holy Spirit or Spiritus Sancti whereby the subject is freed from
so-called sin and exaItated to holiness of heart and life. In this it is
distinct from RegeneratioPi and Justificatioll."

The orthodox Protestant concept is that Sanctification is a gradual
work of Divine grace.

It is held by "PerfeCtionists" to be an instantaneous aot.
The Pelagians regard iol simply as moral rcfonnation.
Others coltsider it to be the maintenance of holy or sacred exercises.
In Catholic theology. it is regarded as the cleansing of the Soul from

so·called sin. together with the in-pouring of sancti.fying grace. and the
three theological virtucs, Faith, Hope. and Charity.

Dr. Francis L. Patton says, (S1tmmary of Christiall Doctrine. p 292)
"The Soul's new life begiJlS at Regeneration, its development in strength
and stature is Sanctificamon."

Sanctification is also defined as u to make holy. render sacred. OT

morally or spiritually pure; to ~leanse from so-called sin; theologically 1"0
cause to be sanctified."

In the Rosicrucian" doctrinalia, while agreeing with the essential
concepts of all the foregoing definitions. Sanotificatio takes on a much
greater importance when it is seen to be vastly more than a mental con~

cept or a generalized conclusion and becomes a veritable active process.
effecting organic changes in the vehicles of manifestation, as well as in
the life of the individual undertaking it.
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Sanctificatio may in truth be said "to render holy or sacred" but it
is also the aotive PROCESS OF SPIRITUALIZING, or, -to invent a
tenn-"HOLIFYING." And what is more-

SANCTIFICATIO CANNOT ·BE ACCOMPLISHED IN ONE
LIFE TIME OR INCARNATION, BUT IS A PROCESS CARRIED
ON THRU MANY INCARNATIONS.

Again-Sanctificatio is a process begun in the homo or human when
it first emerges from the lower evolutioll'aTy waves and becomes a tW,e
human. In this stage it is begun under the guidance of certain of ~e
Celestial Hierarchies who thus assist each human being to a fair and
equal start along the Human Pathway. At this time, the beginning of the
process and the guidance of the Higher Powers is carried on uncon-
sciously -to the subject. _

Yet the result of the opcratio~ of these Higher Powers-will be seen
in the activities of even tlte lowest aborigines, who thm the use of amu
lets" channs, votive objects, etc., under the idea of making themselves
sacred or holy before their personally created and constructed god, are in
realit~ act.ing in ob~dience to. ~he i~l1.pulse :esultiug from ~he proccs~r~f
sa.nc~ficatto, holyfymg, or spmtuallzmg gomg on unconsciously to t1!~

Within. 1~:

As evolution progresses, and the evoiving human conceives the i4¢a
of one thing sot apart as sacred in comparison with ordinary things, tne
concept of a special sacredness or sanctity evolves around the thing' set
apart, and the idea of a special sanctity of a personal nature attaches to
the person under whose 'care or charge the thing set apart, is placed. l

In due course, the position of guardian of the sacred or sanctified
thing or object, (and in la.ter evolution, idea) becomes one of peculiClir
honor, to which others aspire. and the necessity of sanctifying one's self
in order to qualify for the position. medicineship. or priesthood becomes
an accepted fact.

W.ith the development of a defini.te ministry or priesthood, from
heathen idol to Christian personification of an Impersonal Deity, the
necessity for personal Sanctification on the papt of all who desire to be
accepted as followers of the particular idea of Deity in question, is
pr-omulgated by the ministry, and thus Sanctificatio, the process, becomes
an accepted doctrine.

With this personal acknowledgment and acceptance, the guidance
of the Invisible Celestial Hierar.chies ends, and the homo or human takes
up the work personally, and tries to continue what seems to him like a
new spiritual discovery by the aid of conflicting theological dogmas ~d
doctrines. This personal assumption of the responsibility for the work
of Sanctificatio, is directly in line with the accordance of free-will power
1'0 the individual, as taught in the preparatory Instructions of the
Brotherhood.

Now Sanctificatio is not only an ethical process, it IS AN IN-

'r
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TENSELY ORGANIC, CHEMIC, AND ALCHEMIC PROCESS:
FAR MORE THAN ORTHODOX THEOLOGIANS HAVE THE
FAINTEST IDEA.

And note carefully, if Sanctific.atio could be completed in one life
time, under the orthodox concept that one life is all that is accorded 00

each homo, then we should see a phenomenon barely comprehensible to

us in our present stage of evolution. For we should see ordinary, solidly
material men and women become so sublimated and etherealized, that if
the process were actually complcted they would ultima·tely disappear
beyond our ken, and death would cease to be a phy.sical act, state, or
condition. And what is more, 1n view of the average length of the
physical life-span, it would have necessarily to be effected wit'h such
speed th<1.t one would hardly reach maturity bcfore one would be well
on the way beyond material or visible expression.

The logic is surely founded. No gross matter can enter the King
dom of Heaven. Flesh and Blood cannot inherit the Kingdom. Neither
can true holiness exist in impure or gross Matter. Yet the Kingdom of
Heaven is here, and dwells among men.

Therefore. if sanctificatio is the process of spiritualizing or holify
ing, and can: be completed in one life time, then it means that the
sanctified one must necessarily emerge from the material and soar to
the. purely spiritual \Vlithin the compass of our physical cognition and
VISIon.

The logic and evidence of facts is against this, otherwise we shall
be regretfully obliged. to conclude that no persons yet known on this
earth have ever alltained true sanctification.

But when we realize tJlat Sanctificatio is a process continued thm
all of man's involuntary incarnations, which 1S their ultimate purpose,
and is an actual, active chemical and akhemical process, then we havc
nope that our present status is justifiable by our present incarnation, and
faith to look forward to the asSis-tancc. of the Higher Powers who never
relinquish their attention to humanity, to give us-no further personal
help-but knowledge and utlders/D1ldiug of the mystcrjes that we may
continue in all good works to do the will of Him whose mental concept
and Expression in Manifcstation, we individually arc.

The Chemical and Alchemical Process of Sanctificatio is the process
of the laboratory, the dissolution of compounds and the aggregation of
affinities.

Our bodies, and practically all that we are except the Ego are the
product of the four elements, Earth, Air, Fire and Water, and the Ego
is not ex'Cepted on the higher understanding of these Elements. These
Four Elements have combined in Chemical process to produce and fur
nish the substan~e for, not only our physical body or vehicle, but our
Etheric and Astral vehicles as well. For all Matter is homogeneous,
differing density, not in kind.
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In the formation of these vehicles, into which the process of crystal
lization enters most actively, the compounds arc fonned. in! such a
measure ·that the effect is to hold the homo to earth or material concepts,
preventing him from rising to the higher spiritual status.

From the interaction atomically of these Four Elements, a specific...
number of elements as understood by chemists', are fanned. By the
combination of these Chemical Elements, over 250,000 compounds can be
produced.

The effect of these compounds 011 man in his earlier evolutionary
state is to hold him crysrallized in a given status. This is the reason
why we see the aborigines make so little progress, and why they are so
slow and in some cases even impossible o£acccpting and confoTlTl1ng to
so-called civilized customs.

Sanctificatio is thc breaking down of these compounds under thc
unconscious stimuli supplied by the celestial Hierar.chs, and then effected
by the conscious co-Qperation and operati'Onal effort of the individual
himself. This breaking down is effected., little by little in each -incarna
tion, by thc Ego attracting to itself and its vehicles an increasing per
centage of the morc highly spiritualized atoms, that have been used by
higher beings in fonner life-waves, and now await usage by Egos arriv
ing and st.riying to arrive at the same vibratory ratio of spiritu..,Lized
energy.

This is a spiritual work which must be done by the Ego. The Phy
sical, Etheric and Askal vehicles have tm volitional power of their own
in this direction. And the result of this activity of the Ego, is to draw
by the powers of Attraction mentally cxerted, a larger and larger number
of these spiritualized atoms, and with them gradually replacing the struc
tures of its vehicles, supplanting the crystallized matedal or earthly com
pounds with the higher spiritualized atoms; a process carried on thm our
AtJercltry "Valer, or universal menstruum.

'rhus, life by ifle e:'<pression, the Ego attracts a constantly increasing
per.ccntage of these morc highly spiritualized atoms, until when the
course of the involuntary incarnations has been completed, the homo has
attained Sanctificatio-not in completion or perfcction-bu.t in sufficient
mcasure to enable him to become in rapport w.i.th beings of a higher
spiritual grade and status than ,those of this planet. he passes onward to
higher phases of expression and manifestation.

'j'this fact, that it is impossible £01' man to attain at any time com
plete sanctificatio, but only rdativcly, in comparative values, is the reason
why wc see no perfect homo or human.

This is why the Christos or Sun Initiate represented to us compara
rive perfection ;-because He had attracted to Himsel £ all the more
spidtualized atoms possible in association with this Earth Status, and
thus represented a much more highly evolved state of evolutionary pro
gress, and it was only by coming ba~k to this planet after having com-

1
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pleted its evolutionary processes, and assimilated all the experience that
this planet can offer to man, that He could furnish 'us with an illustration
and example of what it is the destiny of man to acoompli9h and acquire
as the final result of Earth Evolution. The Sun Initiate had his attrac
tion of the spiritualized atoms in a long prior evolutionary wave on this
planet.

Thus, Sanctificatio is far more than an orthodox theological doc
trine; it is a COSMIC SPIRITUAL PROCESS, Chemical in bhe break
ing down of the crystalLized compounds, and Alchemical in the tralllSr
mutation of the gross, material homo into the actual spiritualized being of
verifiable higher vibrational activity than the unawkened man.

And as Sanctitficatio is carried on thru all involuntary incarnations,
the very tenn itself may be considered as a synonym FOR EVOLU
TION, for exactly like the latter, it never .ceases.

Students should always keep in mind the two processes involved in
the complete general proces'S, namely:

a The breaking down of cry9tallized ma1erialistic compounds,
and the raising of the atomic structure of each of the
vehicle'S of the Ego, to the 'next higher spiritual status.

b The attraction of a greater percentage of spiritualized atoms
to the regenerated and regenerating structures in each suc
ceeding incarnation.

Nor should we fail to mention in tIus connection, the excellent
description of this attraction of the spiritualized atoms, as given by Soror
Francese 1. Rogers, in the Hennetic Brotherhood of A. L. & E. which
closely approximates our own teachings.

"The life of an atotrl is identical with the life of a man. The life
activities of many atoms make up the physical life expression OF a man.
Investigation of the composition of the atom reveals the perfect analogies
to the composition or vehicular make-up of Man."

Atoms in the aggregate, through molecule and mass, compose Metals.
Man is composed of metals, and this fad has been often emphasized in
previous Hermetic lessons. The destiny of ALL metals IS ULTI
MATELY TO BECOME GOLD. THE DESTINY OF ALL MEN
IS ULTIMATELY TO BECOME GOLD. b~ every natural thing is
.the seed of Gold, which will ultimately, in aeons more or less remote
trat~smute the substance into Gold, for Gold like all other th.ings, grows
frtiln its seed.

The destiny of man and metals is therefore identical, and the struc
ture of tneir atoms being identical, this mu'St perforce be true.

In the earth, or mineral kingdom, from Lead or Saturn, up thru the
metallic grades, all are gold in varying phases of transition, but all ulti
mately destined to become pure GOLD.

In the Human kingdom, all grades from the aborigine to the highest
cultur-al type are destined to become ultimate GOLD.
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The metals ,in the Mineral kingdom will attain the status of metallic
Gold on the material plane first, as terrestrial Gold.

The humans. wilt become Gold on the celestial plane, when their
vibrational status pennits their return to the mo~her sphere, the Sun..

For GOLD whether deep down in the womb of Mother Earth, or
high in the Great Central Sphere of our Solar System is not a matter .of
nomenclature, but of atomic status, and when our atomic and corpuscular
-vibrations atta-in the highest possible grade pertaining to this part.icular
Solar System, then shall we become celestial GOLD.

And when the atomic and. corpuscular vibrations of lead and' all
succeedent metal'S have increast to those accorded chemically to Gold as
now understood by science, then all the metals in the bosom of Mother
Earth will have become GOLD in truth, and then shall the Golden Age
become renaissant, and restored to mankind, and then. shall we Know the
New H caven and the New Earth described in the Apocalypse, for behold
all other things shall have passed away.

Sanctificatio is therefore the attainment of Alchemical Gold on th~

Spiritual Plane, as the Sanctificatio (or increasing vibrational powers)
of metals is the Attainment of Chemical Gold on the Material or Physical
Plane.

By referring to alchemical definitions we shall see how the esoteric
and exoteric c.xegeses of Sanctificatio agree; it being understood that it
is a process of spiritualizing, i. e. the action of spirit upon substance or
matter and the raising of Matter to higher spiritualized atomic vibration.

Spirit, or Spiritus, is alchemically defined as "God in his aspect a'S
an eternal, universal priltcipl~ or power, invisible, and in a state of great
est purity and comparativ.e perfection." "The Divine Element in Na
ture." uThe antithesis of Matter, yet, "material" in a transcendental
sense. Spiritual sltbstance. A conscious, organized. invisible principle.
The Substance or Body of Christ. The term "Spirit" is also used to
signify the essence or character of a thing, the swn of the highest
attributes or powers."

Similarly, the ternl "Spirits" literally refers to "Powers," but the
modern application of the term to "disemlxxHed astral foons and souls
of men and an1mals has originated in the modem misconception of the
true nature of man."

Substance is alchemically defined as "that unknown and invisible
something which may manifest itself either as M<ltter or Force; in other
words, that substratum of all things which is ENERGY in one of its
aspects, and MATTER in another."

As students have already been .instructed, Hennetists comprehend
THREE Substances, or rather three aspects of the ONE Substance;
Salt, Sulphur, and Merc1lry. lIThey are the basis of all existence, and
in each of these three substances the other .two arc contained.

They fonn an inseparable Trinity in Unity, and a Unity in Trinity,

I
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differing however in its aspects and manifestations. Consequently in
some things the Salt, in others the Sulphur, and in still ot1?-ers the
Mercury is predominant. They represent

a Thought, Word, and Form.
b Body, Soul, and Spirit
c Earth,Water, and Fire.
d Fire, Light, and Heat, etc.

The concept of the Trinity comprehends the idea of the ALL to
Henn.etic students. It is the 'expression of the WHOLE of the Universe.
"Everything is a Trinity, and THREE IS THE NUMBER OF FORM.
Ev·ery conceivable thing consists of Matter and Motion in Space, and
the Three are foreve.r one and inseparable." "God" is a Trinity, and
the Universe being a manifestation of God, every part of the Universe
must necessarily be a 'I'rinity. EVERY THING IS A PRO])UCT OF
THaT, WILL AND SUBSTANCE (FORM), i. e.-MERCURY,
SULPHUR, AND SALT."

Soul has been defined as a product or pabulum extracted from the
Threefold Body by the Threefold Spirit. Alcbemic~ly, it is the semi
material principle connecting Matter with Spirit "It leads, so to say,

. an amphibious existence between these two poles of substance, and may
ultimately become amalgamated with either one or the other. The Body
is the mask of the Soul, the Soul the Body of the Spirit."

Now the real Man, alchemically, is an "invisible, internal power,
(spiritual) which, in its outward appearance or manifestation appears
like a human being. Man may be considered as a ray emanating from
the great Central Sun of the Universe, having become polarized in the
heart of an incipient human organism, endowing the latter with life, and
stimulates its growth. At a certain state of its development that organ
ism becomes conscious of its existence in the phenomenal world, and
with this the illusion of self is created."

There is nothing real and permanent about the being called Man,
except this intemal,Divine power which is called the Spirit, which is
ultimately identical with the universal Spirit-the Christ."

: Alchemically, Man is comprehended under two aspects-"Vir"-or
thehumalibeing in whom the male elements preponderate, and

'~Woman" or Womb-man in whom the female elements preponderate.
Now ·let us summarize our definitions. Man, comprehended in his

dual aspects, Vir and Womb-man is in reality an inv~sible, internal
spiritual power or ray from the great Central Sun, polarizing in Matter
and crystallizing into manifestation its outward or exterior vehicles. Thic;
polarization in Matter has produced the compounds of Matter, which the
process of Sanctification is to break- up, in order that the ray may ulti
mately return to its true spiritual' source, w~ich it may not do until it has
recovered its essentially spiritual nature.
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By the action of the Powers or Spirits of Man (the 'l'hrcefold
Spirit) directed by Love, Vv'isdom and Intelligence, OUf Salt, Sulphur
and Mercury, exerting the power of attroclion on the more greatly
spiritualized atoms, replacing the grosser atomic structure in its dense
crystallization with these spiritualized atoms which make up what is
termed Spiritual substance, the resull is-in view of OUf definition of
spiritual substance-the awakening and birth of the Christ within.

Thus Sanctificatio is a very real, essential, fundamental step and
process in the spiritual progress of the aspirant, and it is not an abstrac
tion or merely contemplative mental state but a physical proces~ as
tangible as any known to the scientist in his laboratory. Only by the
assistance of the creative hierarchs it is begun for each individual uncon
sciously to himself, and then relinqushed to his own frce-w.ill action in
later incarnations, to further or retard as his illumination at the time,
indicates. But it is a continuous process, and while it may be delayed, it
cannot be stopped for it is synonymous with evolution itself.

Finally, it is the awakening and birth of the "Christ within," in· a
very active degree.

Sanctification is one of the most .direct and important steps in the
path to comparative perfection, and the constructive application is also
extremely simple. It is summed up in the statement of St. James, iii-2,

.... IF ANY MAN OFFEND NOT IN WORD,
THE S,IME IS A PERFECT MAN, AND ABLE
ALSO TO BRIDLE THE WHOLE BODY.

Nothing could be simpler in practical application, and the process of
attracting the morc highly spiritualized atoms to the vehicles of the Ego,
is simply the natural concomitant of bridling or controling the whole
body, thereby releasing it from confunnity to the laws of materialism,
freeing it from the resultant crystallizing power of those laws, and
making possible the spiritually constructive work on a greater scale.

All life is a continuous process of sanctificatio, each moment sancti
fying the individual to a greater degree and approximating his ultimate
spiritual illumination more rapidly. And each incarnation accelerates
the process, until when we have drawn to ourselves aU the more spiritual
ized atoms it is possible in this planetary enviromnent, we shall evolve to
higher and higher spheres of activity, even as have those messiahs who
have at all times appeared unto humanity as examples of the homo or
human become comparatively perfect by the ultimate of earthly sancti
fication.

SAltdi¥l 1l1ti¥HtfJr 'Di¥ttfll 1922.
January-5, 6, 7; 12, 13; 18, 19; 25, 26.
February-I, 2, 3; 9,10; IS, 16; 21, 22, 23.
March-I, 2; 8, 9; 14, 15; 20, 21, 22; 28,.29.
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Sfin 1t'i1~"f1f.lnn of mi"ft~.
By CHARLES NEVF,RS HOLMES

\,Vestward, blue and brilliant Vega descend.s, accompan1cd by Altair
of Aquila and the Northcm Cross of Cygnus. The large Square of
Pegasus has passed its highest point in the stalTY fi'-rmamcnt, and the
constellation of Andromeda extends eastwardly from one of the comers
of this Square. Andromeda seems to po.int eastward towards the star
h2.rbingcis of winter. 'l'hc~a~ hal-bingcrs are the suns Capella, Aldebaran
and mighty Betelgcux, Castor and Pollux, and the small, beautiful cluster
of the famous Pleiades.

Eastward, golden Capella is nslt1g higher and higher towards its
later position near the zenith. The beautiful Pleiades glitter southwardly:
from golden Capella. Ruddy Aldebaran gleams amidst the same constella
tion as the Pleiades-Taunts. Bctelgeux glo\vs below Aldebaran-. Castor
and Pollux shine side by side. And we may catch a glimpse of the
sun Procyon, close to the eastern horizon, in the constellation of Canis
Minor. The planets arc not stat- harbingers. They belong to all the

.astronomical seasons.
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SUllllcrflltfoll1l to ~nnll'Y for 1922.
O\ving to the increast cost of production, will be $2.00 for the United
States; $2.50 fOI-eign. This will take effect on aft subscriptions received
on Or after January ls/.. Subscriber may renew at the prese:u rate by
remitting prompily upon receipt of this issue. Su·bscribe NO\V and save
money. Make all checks payble to Societas. Rosicruciana In America,
P. O. Box 420, City Hall Station, New York. DO NOT ADDRESS
ANY MAIL MATTER TO INDIVIDUALS.

lll:~iuif~ eoHc.et *u~fifufttr.

Trin:ty College, S.·.R.·.1.· .A.·., was Instituted and its officers
Installed in due and ancient forl11, Sunday evening, November 20th. A
detailed report of this important event in the work of our Fraternity has
r.ot reached tis as this issue of Mercury goes to press, but our cordial
greetings to the new College are extended herew.ith.

Metropolitan College has recently been the recipient of two beautiful
cut gbss cruets for ceremonial usage, the gift of Frater Rahula, VlIIo.

Frater Pamcclsus xo, of Metropolitan, has recently come into
possession of a rarc alchemical theati~e, once the property of Johann
Valentin Andreas. \Ve have been fortunate ,in having several such
relics come into the custody of the Fraternity in America.
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Sotfet....llllollfnlltf....u.... lu I'hunfta
Dc-cl.n«U. 4t"*t«_U

Thcoo Col1e"ag nckno.....le{1gtl allegiance to the Magi and Officers of the High Connell of
the Sodews" Rosicrucian&. In America and AIIlUatell Councll~ as tho Sov(!relsn Source or
the Hoalcl'uclnn Art In the United States of AUlcrlcn. Tho House of the 8.:.5.'.of tbls
Obedience Is at prescnt situate In Ule City or New York.
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The Classics, Fama, Confessio, and Chymical
Marriage. (FOT members otJly) ..__ $2·35

. Postpaid $'.50 .

Rosicrucian S~ology, Khei, X~.
A Treatise on Constructive Symbology. Regu-
la! Edition $1.75
. Postpaid $1.g0

Special Edition for m~mbers only, containing
symbolic color plates. _ __ _ _ $1.75

Postpaid $1.g0

The Master's Word,
A Treatise on the Word, the Self, and the Light;
for Rosicrucians and Freemasons. __._.... $-.75

Postpaid $. :85
Anthroposofic Chart.

The scheme of evolution shown dicigrammatica1ly
by correlated Rosicrucian and Tbeosofic exegeses.
In two colors, printed on fine, heavy bond paper;
21 X go inches. Suitable for framing if desired.
By Fr. Hyde, F.R.C. gO·2° Postpaid $1.00

The Word, "Eulis."
Issued from the Temple of the Rosy Cross. An
exquisite esoteric poem, full of significance to
Initiates. De Luxe brochure.........Postpaid $ .50

* * *The books listed above and all standard works on
Rosicrucianism, Freemasonry, Hermeticism, Astrology.
Theosophy, and Mental Science IDilY be ordered from

BOOKS FOR ROSICRUCIAN STUDENTS
PubliBht under the Auspices of Lhe

SocWalS fiOlSfnuclaua lu «mc"lca:
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The FLAME PRESS, Inc.;
P. O. Box 420 City Hall Station

New York City.
AU books sent by mail are fully insured.
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